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Abstract
Baumol developed an equation for the transaction demand for money. It is affected positively by cost per
withdrawal and transaction value, and negatively by the interest loss from holding cash.
Our objective is to modify the Baumol equation by including another factor. The demand for money is also
affected by the customer concern that holding a more available liquid asset encourages more spontaneous
purchases with resulting losses in their real value. We develop a new theoretical model by adding to the original
Baumol cash demand equation another demand for a deposit which has positive yield and is less liquid. Holding
this deposit restrains some of the spontaneous purchases. This modified Baumol equation leads to the following
new results: Customers withdraw cash more often; maintain, on average, a smaller cash balance and larger
amount of less liquid assets; and reduce their spontaneous and “nonrational” purchases.
Keywords: Baumol equation, liquidity, yields, transactions, spontaneous purchases
1. Introduction
Baumol (1952) developed a model of the money demand for the transaction motive. The theory relies on the
tradeoff between the liquidity of holding cash to facilitate commodities transactions and the resulting loss of
interest. The key variables of the demand for money are thus the (nominal) interest rate, and the level of real
income with respect to the amount required for these transactions. Transaction costs related to the demand for
money have continued to be an important issue for decades following Baumol (1952) and Tobin (1956). See for
example Krueger (2012).
In Baumol’s traditional approach, the total cost of holding money assumes two basic and contradictory effects.
The cost of each withdrawal is b dollars, including the charge per withdrawal, waiting time on line, etc. Thus, the
total withdrawal cost is ·

where

represents the number of withdrawals over a given period of time. Y

represents the total value of commodities transactions during each period and m is the money balance that is
withdrawn each time.
By holding on the average more money during a given period of time we lose interest that is r per dollar cash
holding Thus, the cost is · .
The sum of the two elements of the money holding cost that we want to minimize is
·
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such that

. We refer to this as the Baumol equation.
However, according to this approach we may expect that a significant amount of money be withdrawn at each
withdrawal and that relatively few withdrawals be made during a given period. However, people actually behave
differently. They make many more frequent cash withdrawals than expected and on the average relatively small
amounts of cash withdrawals each time.
The question that arises is whether such behavior is simply irrational and should be changed, or whether it is
appropriate and based on good reason that Baumol himself did not consider. As classical economists we are
possibly unaware of such solid rationales and perhaps do not capture the real motivation of people whose actions
differ from our expectations. People do indeed depart from the routine equation of Baumol due to a new factor
recently raised by behavioral economists. Observing the behavior of people who hold small amounts of cash in
their pocket, the behavioral economists assert that people do behave very carefully. Most likely, people carefully
consider certain factors when they determine how much money to withdraw and how often.
The most frequent immediate response of consumers to our question regarding cash withdrawals can be
summarized as follows. The availability of more money in the consumer’s pocket generates the illusion of being
rich and “strong”, and thus encourages him to spend more rapidly and sometimes even carelessly, impulsively
and spontaneously. Moreover, according to Chang et al. (2007) an increase in the ratio of consumer purchases to
cashable deposits, will increase the real cost of cash withdrawals. Thus the typical consumer realizes that he, and
more often she (Note 1), may spend money more quickly and less efficiently. Whenever he holds less money in
his pocket, he spends it less spontaneously and more carefully. Thus the real benefit from the same amount of
annual spending with constrained availability is that it eventually generates higher satisfaction. Recent papers of
Badgaiyan and Verma (2014) and Amir et al. (2014), support these “findings” with respect to impulsive behavior.
Amir et al. examine it with respect to Pakistani women, in the case of women’s apparel, while the former paper
investigates the impulsive behavior in India and does not find significant distinctions between men and women.
The role of liquid assets in affecting personal consumption expenditure has been discussed in the literature (e.g.,
Zellner, 1975; Griliches et al., 1962; Modigliani & Brumberg, 1954). The theory of money reveals the
importance of the balance effect in the process of transitioning towards equilibrium. Individuals, who try to
reduce the number of dollars they hold, raise the flow of expenditure (Friedman, 1959).
The above literature can be illustrated by the following argument. When I am exposed to a high availability of
candy that is both approachable and affordable, then I have the desire and temptation to use that availability
more often, even if not in the most efficient, valuable, or rational way. Since I am aware of my human
weaknesses I try to avoid the consequences by avoiding the availability, and preventing unreasonable actions. We
can apply a similar analogy to holding cash. I prefer to keep my liquid assets in a checking account instead of in
my pocket due to my concern that the accessibility of cash money may cause me to misuse it by spontaneous and
impulsive purchasing, without appropriate self-control. This tendency is part of human nature and the reason that
the Bible states, “Do not muzzle anoxwhile it is threshing.”
How can one restrain himself from impulsive purchasing? Different kinds of payment measures have different
restraining effects on impulsive purchasing. Therefore, if a person recognizes that the efficiency of his purchases
is negatively correlated withholding cash, he will restrain himself from doing so by using various means of
payments with different degrees of liquidity (such as cash and demand deposits). This will lead to the
development of a new and modified version of holding cash that differs from and significantly changes the
original Baumol formula. We refer to the new formula as the modified Baumol equation.
Our study includes “intermediate assets” which are liquid (but less liquid than cash) and bear a positive return,
although lower than the yields of non-liquid assets. As the degree of liquidity bearing very low yields increases,
so does the natural tendency to use liquid assets for spontaneous and inefficient purchasing.
In a short note presently under preparation, “Modified Baumol Approach: Optimal Holding of Money” (2015),
we present a modification to the original equation of Baumol (1952) by introducing the element of undesired and
non-valuable purchases resulting from liquid money availability.
In our present study we further modify the Baumol equation with a different transactions demand for money that
is influenced by assets differing in degrees of liquidity yields.
Determination of different yields for different asset liquidity levels reduces the loss of real value of spontaneous
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purchases. Such purchases are impacted by the accessible cash held by customers. Our model allows for holding
a liquid asset that yields some interest payments on one hand while it also avoids spontaneous purchases and
losses on the other hand.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Demand for Money by Firms
Baumol (1952) established a model of the demand for cash based on the micro-economic idea of optimal
enterprise inventory. It was also based on relatively low-risk assets similar to money that earn interest. This
afforded firms a choice of whether to keep their income in cash or as interest-earning assets.
Following up on Baumol’s approach, Miller and Orr (1966) found that the typical pattern of cash management
by firms is somewhat complex, with a cash balance that irregularly fluctuates in both directions. As such, they
developed an analytical model, which added this varying cash balance in business operations to the aspect of
transfer cost in the established Baumol model. Orr (1974) further argued the merits of this model over Sprenkle’s
(1969) premise of the “uselessness of transaction demand models”. Orr found that not only was Sprenkle’s
premise unsupported by results but also that his heavy reliance on compensating balances was misplaced.
Frenkel and Jovanovic (1980) developed a theory based on the work of Baumol (1952), Tobin (1956), and Miller
and Orr (1966). They created a stochastic framework to analyze transactions and the precautionary demand for
money. At about the same time, Tapiero and Zuckerman (1980) presented a new analytical solution to cash
management problems of firms when Compound Poisson processes describe cash income and demand. By
generalizing past results in cash management literature to arbitrary income and demand distribution functions,
they created a system that can be used in banking.
Cash management in typical businesses was considered by Premachandra (2003) to exist in a “two-asset” setting
consisting of both the firm’s cash balance and other assets such as treasury bills, commercial papers, etc. From
time to time, they found that firms would have to transfer money from one asset account to another by buying or
selling securities. The results, they argued, showed a model superior to the Miller-Orr model.
Another alternative method to the Miller-Orr model came from da Costa Moraes and Nagano (2012). They
Applied Genetic Algorithms (AGA) and Particular Swarm Optimization (PSO) to cash balance management in
conjunction with the aforementioned model. They found that the application of these methods could in fact
determine cash level from the lower limit, with the PSO yielding the best results.
In recent years, studies have examined how external factors have affected the demand for money by a firm.
Khurana, Martin and Pereira (2006) investigated the influence of financial development on the demand for
liquidity by focusing on the sensitivity of a firm’s “cash holdings to their cash flows” (Khurana, Martin, &
Pereira, 2006, p. 787). They found that this sensitivity decreases with financial development.
Bates, Kahle and Stulz (2009) examined whether agency conflicts for U.S. industrial firms played an important
role in doubling the average cash-to-assets ratio for these firms during the years 1980 to 2006. Their research did
not yield any consistent evidence showing that they did.
Amromin and Chakravorti (2009), showed that despite the introduction, acceptance and usage of cash
alternatives, cash remains significant for businesses and households.
2.2 Private Demand for Money
We described, above, the demand for cash by corporations. The demand for money by private individuals and
consumers is more complicated. While Baumol’s approach suggests a logical approach to spending, people often
seem to behave otherwise. For example, they make many cash withdrawals despite the cost of each transaction,
and hold less cash in their pockets than might be expected. Researchers in this field question whether such
behavior is irrational. More specifically, they ask which factors lead to such apparently “inexplicable” actions.
One such factoris the role of liquidity in consumption behavior. In this regard, Kalckereuth et al., (2014), focused
on and emphasized the special characteristics of cash that although not reflected in standard transaction cost
measures are nevertheless valued by consumers, “Cash contains memory—the amount spent and the remaining
budget can easily be gathered by a glance into one’s pocket” (p. 1779). The authors suggest that using cash is a
simple device for monitoring liquidity and abudget either due to the high costs of overdraft or the need to avoid
overspending.
Zellner, Huang and Chau (1965) explored in greater detail the short-run consumption function. Their study
results explained the role of liquid assets in determining consumption expenditures. The data supported the
hypothesis that imbalances in consumer liquid asset holdings exert a statistically and economically significant
10
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influence on consumption expenditures. This served as important evidence that monetary variables may both
directly affect consumer expenditure and indirectly affect it through interest rates.
Pissarides (1978) provided further evidence for this when he proposed a model that extended the standard wealth
theory of consumption to include liquidity effects, and arrived at several important conclusions. First, even an
individual who is aware of the role of liquidity when formulating a plan of consumption may still be constrained
by it, as well as by lifetime wealth, in the Implementation of the plan. Furthermore, Pissarides found that
individuals who could purchase and sell assets with different liquidities had a chosen consumption-wealth ratio
that was dependent upon the time of income payments. This remained true even with lifetime utility
maximization and homothetic practices. As such, the individual’s concept of wealth used in determining optimal
consumption is not the objective market measure as expressed by wealth, but is dependent, instead, on subjective
actions.
Liquidity was also determined to play a role in borrowing for consumption. Deaton (1991) examined the
behavior of consumers who had restricted ability to borrow for consumption. Specifically, he wanted to see
whether the theory that such individuals would save accounted for some of what Deaton named “stylized facts of
saving behavior” (Deaton, 1991, p. 1221). He found that although many consumers perceive steady growth of
incomes, and maintain smooth consumption patterns, it is unclear why they nevertheless do not borrow money
early in life. He concluded that it was likely due to borrowing limitations. In a growing economy, as opposed to
astationaryone, such borrowing is affected by liquidity constraints.
Similarly Patterson (1991) found significance in liquid assets as well. He applied a nonparametric approach to
assess whether a data set comprising nineteen consumption goods, four liquid assets and leisure is consistent
with the utility maximization model. He found that while the consumption of goods and services alone are
insufficient, when liquid assets and leisure are added to the set, the data is consistent with utility maximization.
Thus Patterson found that the nonparametric approach offered a range of useful techniques in addition to existing
quantitative tools for applied consumption research.
In addition to these findings, Ludvigson (1999) investigated the role of consumer credit in determining real
consumption growth in the aggregate, in post war United States. He presented data suggesting that growth in
consumer credit is significantly related to growth in consumption. This finding was a departure from previous
research and predictions, including: 1) the permanent income/life cycle hypothesis; 2) the “rule of thumb”
models where some consumers simply consume their current income; and 3) the models of liquidity constraint in
which individuals face a fixed borrowing limit. Given his findings, Ludvigson advocated the reinterpretation of
excessive sensitivity of consumption to current resources. Moreover, he suggested a new model of liquidity
constraints in which the borrowing limit varies with time and is dependent on current income.
An opposing view was presented by Carroll (2001), who argued that in many cases, the effects of precautionary
saving and liquidity constraints are virtually indistinguishable. As such, Milton Friedman’s (1957) original
intuitive description of the Permanent Income Hypothesis still explains the modern consumption model that had
emerged over the preceding fifteen years, even though the model did not include liquidity constraints. However,
in a model in which impatient consumers faced serious and uninsurable labor income risks, the Friedman model
could explain high marginal propensity to consume from windfalls, high discount rates on future labor income,
and the importance of precautionary behavior better than subsequent perfect foresight or certainty equivalent
models.
Behavioral economists (Whalen, 1966), have built and expanded on the idea of precautionary behavior. Rather
than using liquidity to explain impulse buying and other irrational behavior, these economists believed that
emotional reactions played an important role. Rook and Hoch (1985) outlined a psychological model of
consumer impulse buying. In their analysis, they distinguished five crucial elements of impulse buying. Using
interviews, they were able to identify distinctive emotional and psychological elements that characterize the
prototypic impulse buying episode including spontaneous urges to consume, inner dialogues, impulse persistence
and power and product emanations. According to their conclusions, impulse buying is an emotional response.
In continuation to these findings, Gross and Souleles (2000) examined how people respond to changes in credit
card supply. They found that increases in credit limits generated rise in debt. This result is consistent with
conventional theory. Unlike other studies, however, they found that changes in account-specific interest rates
also yielded strong effects. Ultimately, the results implied that the consumer himself and more directly his
behavior could play an important role in the transmission of monetary policy and what Gross and Souleles called
other credit shocks.
Similarly, Saleh (2012) investigated the relationship between unplanned buying and post-purchase regret
11
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influenced by consumer-family income and gender in the Saudi market. He also explored the association of both
sales promotion and credit card payment with unplanned buying in the same marketplace. In an analysis of 903
respondents, he found that there was a positive relationship between unplanned buying and post-purchase regret.
This was especially true among low-income earners and male consumers. Furthermore, he found that credit card
payments rather than sales promotion had a significant connection with unplanned buying. As such, Saleh
hypothesized that both consumers and marketers could avoid post-purchase regret through consumer awareness
of the factors that promote it and through marketer perception of these factors in setting strategies to satisfy and
retain long-term customers.
Yun, Xie and Lei (2011) introduced a different conclusion. They studied the difference in “mental satisfaction”
between paying with a credit card or with cash and whether it had any effect on consumer behavior. Using
questionnaires, they found that consumers believe the two payment options differ in both function and payment.
However, this difference did not yield significant variance in consumer price sensitivity and impulsive buying
according to which payment method is used.
Consumers did prefer, however, to buy non-essential goods with credit cards and essential goods with cash.
In addition, Karbasivar and Yarahmadi (2011) show that there are more than emotional reactions involved. They
analyze consumer impulse buying using window display, credit card, and promotional activities (cash discounts
and free products). Using a survey format and a small sample size (n=275), they determine an essential
relationship between the four external cues mentioned above and consumer impulse buying behavior. Their
research suggests that sellers and marketers should have ATMs in their shops and advertise them to consumers.
Furthermore, by offering complementary products and decorating their stores in modern styles with attractive
lights and colors, marketers can encourage the consumer buying impulse. (For further and most recent studies on
impulsive buying behavior see also Rizwan, Vishnu, & Muhammad, 2014; Harwani & Singh, 2014; Moayery,
Zamani, & Vazlfehoost, 2014).
The discussion, above, presented grounds for further quantitative and qualitative research methods, given the
idea that impulsive buying is strongly related to emotional reactions and behavior.
Let us return to the consumers who stand more often in the line at the bank and withdraw small amounts of
money. Why do they adopt these practices and are they behaving “appropriately”? The answer may be positive
due to the following considerations:
Availability of more liquid money in the hands of a consumer creates an illusion that he is wealthy and “strong”.
This encourages him to purchase more quickly. Rapid spending that is referred to in some earlier studies as
impulsive purchasing, leads to inefficient use of money over time. Less money in his pocket leads the consumer
to spend money less spontaneously and more carefully. Thus, the real benefit from the same amount of annual
spending is that it eventually generates higher satisfaction for him.
The gap between a good and efficient purchase and a bad one becomes greater as the average amount of money
available to the consumer increases.
3. The Expanded Baumol Approach
Each time that a consumer performs a transaction of Y dollars in nominal value, he is required to retain a certain
amount of liquid assets. He also differentiates between the nominal value and the real value of actual
transactions, U. According to the approach of behavioral economics, a gap exists between how much the
consumer spends in dollar terms, Y, and the value he “subjectively” gains in real terms, U. We may define this
gap as a dollar loss, L, due to the “spontaneous and impulsive” nature of the purchase. The loss, L, is positively
affected by the availability of liquidity, m, to the consumer. If money or any other liquid asset is not immediately
accessible, the gap between the dollar amount of Y and U is minimized. Thus the loss, L, may be diminished. We
may assume further that if no money is held then there is no loss and therefore L approaches zero.
In our model we define coefficients that represent real value loss from purchase due to the availability of cash.
In contrast, an individual may hold liquid assets for the sake of fast deals that require quick and immediate
availability of cash in order to make a profit of  . This advantage of holding money,  , should be compared
with the possibility that the money could be used for hasty purchases that may not be well considered. Therefore
a loss could result from available liquidity. Either contradictory possibility might occur due to high liquidity.
Thus, we can define the net loss function as positively affected by the available cash
L   (m1 )  m1

The real value of a nominal transaction, Y, at a given period is U, when
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U  Y  L  Y  [ ( m 1 )   m 1 ]

More liquidity is required for other regular purchases for which consumers hold cash, , (the most liquid
assetand thus free of yield). If the liquidity is in the form of cash, then no interest is paid and the entire interest
of . , on
is defined asthe cost of holding cash.
.
can be defined as a balance the consumer holds in his
In addition people may hold a less liquid asset of
demand deposit account.
might have a very low interest rate of . This rate is lower than
that is
acceptable for non-liquid financial assets such as long-term savings deposits. Thus, each withdrawal that the
.
consumer makes is in the total amount of m, from non-liquid financial assets,
is available
cash and
is deposited into a checking account for the purpose of the transaction motive. The consumer has to
define the total amount of m and to decide upon the optimal allocation between
and
; between cash
(which is the most liquid asset) consisting of coins and currency in his pocket and a less liquid asset of demand
deposit. Based on the above, we write the objective function of costs minimization as follows:
1

·

,

·

+

The original Baumol approach minimizes the holding cost with respect to two components: (a) the cost of
each liquid (cash) withdrawal; and (b) the interest payment cost of holding on an average

dollars in yield free

assets. In contrast, we modify the original approach with the following two additional elements that more closely
reflect actual practice:
1) We allow for an intermediate liquid asset,
, with some positive yield. The yield is less than would be
acceptable for a non-liquid asset,
, but not necessarily zero as when cash is held.
we do not lose all yield, but we also reduce the loss L, since to a certain degree
.

2) By holding
substituted with

is

that, as defined above, represents the loss of real value of a
We want to investigate the function of
transaction due to cash availability and the waste of easy and accessible money by spontaneous purchasing. We
can define
as a constant but also negative function of
such as
(as in Case I, below) or
n
(as in Case II, below).
. However, for simplicity we assume that

The same can be assumed regarding

is constant.

Case 1
First we will discuss the case in which

is assumed to diminish as a linear function of

Thus the objective function is as follows:
1

,

·

·

+

The First Order Conditions (F.O.C.) are:

(2)

TC rM
b Y


  0     2m1  0
 m1
2 m1  m2 2

and

(3)

TC rM  r2
b Y


0
 m2
2
m1  m2 2

From (3) we find that since

, the total demand for liquid assets:
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2

From (2) and (4) we find that
(5)

rM rM  r2

  0     2 m 1  0
2
2

Alternatively we can define

, the optimal withdrawal amount of liquid cash that the consumer makes in each

transaction cycle

(6)

m1 

 0   
2



r2
4

From (4) and (6) we also find for each transaction the optimal amount that the consumer leaves in his checking
account

(7)

that yields

 2bY 

m2  
 rM  r2 

.
1

2



 0   
2



r2
4

The discussion, above, illustrates the modified Baumol demand for total liquid assets with different degrees of
liquidity. We can identify not only the total liquid assets that the consumer withdraws at each transaction, m, but
, that has no return at all, and a less liquid and
also the allocation between a very liquid asset, i.e., cash
available means of payment (such as a checking account balance with very low positive yield of r 2 ),
.
The monetary amount as a function of r 2 are presented in Table 1 for the following parameters values: δ=30,
γ=32.5, ε=0.5, rm=20%, Y=1000, b=0.3.
Table 1. Case 1—Monetary amount as a function of r2

Case 1

r2

M1

M2

M

M1%

M2%

10.0%

2.45

75.01

77.46

3.2%

96.8%

10.5%

2.45

77.02

79.47

3.1%

96.9%

11.0%

2.45

79.20

81.65

3.0%

97.0%

11.5%

2.44

81.57

84.02

2.9%

97.1%

12.0%

2.44

84.16

86.60

2.8%

97.2%

12.5%

2.44

87.01

89.44

2.7%

97.3%

13.0%

2.44

90.15

92.58

2.6%

97.4%

13.5%

2.43

93.64

96.08

2.5%

97.5%

14.0%

2.43

97.57

100.00

2.4%

97.6%

14.5%

2.43

102.02

104.45

2.3%

97.7%

15.0%

2.43

107.12

109.54

2.2%

97.8%

15.5%

2.42

113.05

115.47

2.1%

97.9%

16.0%

2.42

120.05

122.47

2.0%

98.0%
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16.55%

2.42

128.51

1300.93

1.8%

98.2%

17.00%

2.42

139.01

1411.42

1.7%

98.3%

17.55%

2.41

152.51

1544.92

1.6%

98.4%

18.00%

2.41

170.80

1733.21

1.4%

98.6%

In Figure 1 we demonstrrate that the vaalues of

,

and m are influenced
i
by r 2 .

Figuure 1. Case I
The next section
s
presentts another mod
dified demand function for money
m
with a different shape of .
Case 2
hapes of a dim
minishing funnction of
In this casse we introduuce different sh
diminishinng linearly as ffollows:

Again our goal is to minnimize costs off the objective function (1) abbove:
(8)

,

·

+

·

In this casee the F.O.C. arre:

(9)


m 
C rM
b Y
TC


  0       ln m1  1   0
2
m1 
 m1
2 m1  m 2 


and

(10)

bY
TC
C rM  r2

0

 m2
2
m1  m2 2
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From (10) we determine the optimal total withdrawal amount, m, at each transaction:
(11)
That is similar to Case 1, above. (See equation (4))
From (9), (10) and (11) we conclude (12):
(12)

rM rM  r2

  0      ln m1  1  0
2
2

From (12) we get the optimal cash money withdrawal by the consumer at each transaction.
(13)
From (11) and (13) we get (14), the optimal amount that is held in demand deposit at each withdrawal
transaction.
(14)
Again, as in the previous case, from (11), (13) and (14) we conclude the optimal total amount of money
and the internal allocation between more liquid assets (cash),
, and less
withdrawn at each transaction
liquid assets (demand deposit),
.
The monetary amount as a function of r 2 are presented in Table 2 for the following parameters values: δ=30,
γ=32.5, ε=0.5, rm=20%, Y=1000, b=0.3.
Table 2. Case 2—Monetary amount as a function of r2

Case 2

r2

M1

M2

M

M1%

M2%

10.0%

49.40

28.06

77.46

63.8%

36.2%

10.5%

49.16

30.32

79.47

61.9%

38.1%

11.0%

48.91

32.74

81.65

59.9%

40.1%

11.5%

48.67

35.35

84.02

57.9%

42.1%

12.0%

48.42

38.18

86.60

55.9%

44.1%

12.5%

48.18

41.26

89.44

53.9%

46.1%

13.0%

47.94

44.64

92.58

51.8%

48.2%

13.5%

47.70

48.37

96.08

49.7%

50.3%

14.0%

47.47

52.53

100.00

47.5%

52.5%

14.5%

47.23

57.22

104.45

45.2%

54.8%

15.0%

46.99

62.55

109.54

42.9%

57.1%

15.5%

46.76

68.71

115.47

40.5%

59.5%

16.0%

46.53

75.95

122.47

38.0%

62.0%

16.5%

46.29

84.64

130.93

35.4%

64.6%

17.0%

46.06

95.36

141.42

32.6%

67.4%
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17.55%

45.83

109.09

1554.92

29.6%

70.4%
%

18.00%

45.60

127.60

1773.21

26.3%

73.7%
%

In Figure 2,
2 we demonsttrate the valuess of

,

aand m that are influenced by
y

Figuure 2. Case II
Using the equations (11)), (13) and (14)) of different
functions ass opposed to eq
quations (4), (6) and (7) aboove in
Case II andd Case I, respeectively, leads to several imm
mediate propossitions.
. The total liq
quid assets

withdrawn att each transacttion is not aff
ffected by

annd is

equal in booth cases. We state in the prroposition folloowing Proposiition 1, below: Regardless off the “deteriorration
rate” of thhe

function the total witthdrawal amouunt is the sam
me. It is a po
ositive functioon of the costt per

transactionn, b, as well aas of the total purchase Y. T
Total money withdrawn, m, is
i a negative function
f
of thee gap
between innterest rates onn savings deposits and demannd deposits.
What is the ratio between

and

within eachh deteriorationn method of ?

h
more liiquid
Propositioon 1: Since in Case 2 the deeterioration staarts in an acceelerating shapee, it leads to holding
cash than in
i the case of llinear deterioraation. Thereforre
,

,

, thus,

,

,

. See the proof in thhe Appendix.

Comparattive Static Anaalysis
In this section we intendd to verify how
w the change inn
affects thhe value of liq
quid withdrawaal and the struucture
of the liquid assets. Equaation (4), abov
ve, may be rew
written as:
(4)

 2bY 

m  
r

r
 M 2

1

2
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0

For a higher interest rate for demand deposit it is worthwhile holding more liquid assets available in order to gain
several benefits: A consumer saves transaction costs with fewer withdrawals, but he also holds more liquid assets
that are not necessarily cash. Thus he can reduce losses arising from spontaneous purchasing by holding
more
. This is shown from derivatives of (6) and (7) with respect to
as follows:
(15)

0

Thus,
0

(16)

is increasing by more than the reduction in . It is an increase beyond the increase in . This indicates that
the increase in
leads to an increase in total , that is held by consumers. The change in
has two effects on
the tendency to hold liquid assets. The increase in
reduces the price of holding liquidity. Therefore the total
demand for money, , increases. In contrast, the price of holding cash , increases so that the consumer holds
more liquid assets for the sake of easier transactions but reduces his tendency to hold cash for spontaneous
purchases.
4. Conclusions and Implications
From Case Iwe find the modified Baumol demand for liquid assets with different degrees of liquidity. Assuming
that the devaluation of real value of any transaction is diminishing as a linear function of
we determine the
total liquid assets the consumer withdraws at each transaction, m, and the division between a very liquid asset
(cash) that has no return, , and a less liquid but still available mean of payment (such as a checking account
balance with a low yet positive yield),
. We find that coefficient
has an effect on the division between
and
but no influence on m.
We may conclude that a higher value of  very significantly encourages the tendency of customers to avoid, as
much as possible, holding the more liquid cash assets.
Sometime
positively affects U. For example, a retailer may get good offers from a producer for quick and
profitable purchase for cash transactions in the market. Retailers are thereby encouraged to hold large amounts of
and to profit from spontaneous purchasing. Yet, more often the opposite holds true. The modified Baumol
function allows for an intermediate liquid asset,
, with some positive yield. The yield is less than what would
be acceptable for a non-liquid asset,
, but is not necessarily zero, as when cash is held.
The modified version redefines the original Baumol equation as:
.
In Case II we developed another modified demand function for money with different influences
of on
and . Case II differs from Case I in the assumption that  , although diminishing (as in case I), is
not a linear function of . From Case II we can conclude that regardless of the “deterioration rate” of the
function, the total money withdrawn is the same. It is a positive function of the cost per transaction, b, as well as
of the total purchase Y. m is a negative function of the gap between interest rates on savings deposits and demand
deposits, regardless of the characteristics of the
function.
Regarding the internal division between
and
within each shape of the function, we can conclude
that
mildly increases while
decreases more sharply in Case II than in Case I. See Figure 2 in comparison
to Figure 1.
In Case II at low levels of money coefficients differences (γ-δ), the money demand function is rigid. At high
levels of money coefficients differences (γ-δ) the money demand function is flexible. The trend is reversed when
considering the interest rate differentials. At low levels of interest rate differentials the money demand function
is flexible, while at high levels of interest rate differentials the money demand function is rigid. See Figure 2.
This conclusion may be implemented in government policy aimed at impacting the demand for money, either by
changing interest rates or by investing in financial management education. Such policies affect the money
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coefficients and can be of greater influence when γ is a concave function in comparison to a linear function.
In Case I the interest rate differentials and the money coefficients behave similarly.
Further expansion of the present study could be directed to the formulation of a general model in which liquid
assets can be categorized according to degree of liquidity. Assets with decreasing liquidity levels guarantee
higher yield and reduce the impulsive purchasing effect, but also restrict the ability to conduct immediate,
valuable and efficient transactions.
Worthy of further discussion is the investigation of the accurate relationship between yields and degrees of
liquidity that may not only minimize the cost of holding liquid assets for efficient and valuable transactions, but
also eliminate or at least reduce spontaneous transactions.
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Appendix
Let us denote:

m1,I  X
m1,II  e(2 X 1)
Thus, X

 ( 2 X 1 )
e


For each X:

ln X  2 X 1

That is, m1,II

 m1,I

Therefore,

for each X

m2,II  m2,I

for each X
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